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About Us
General Introduction

Universityof Sfax

Located in Tunisia (270 km from
Tunis)
One of the leading public
universities in Tunisia
One of the leading African
universities in Computer Science
Research
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Data Engineering and SemanticsResearchUnit
» Recently Created Research Unit at the Faculty of Sciences of Sfax,
University of Sfax
» Specialized in many areas of Computer Science ranging from
Semantic Technologies, Social Network Analysis and Graph
Embeddings to Library and Information Science
» One major achievement is the development of computer
applications driven by Wikimedia Projects for sustaining
digitization in the Arab countries and in Africa
» Published in highly referred scholarly journals
» Established a formal collaboration with the Wikimedia
Community through joint projects with Wikimedia Tunisia
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Abstract Wikipedia
» The Project began on May 22, 2020 after its approval
by the Board of Trustees of Wikimedia Foundation.
» Aims to reduce the concerns about the lack of
coverage of many topics in most of the Wikimedia
Projects, particularly Wikipedia.
» Part of the ninth point of Wikimedia 2030 Strategy:
Innovation in Free Knowledge
» Tries to create a platform for the automatic creation
of articles about Wikidata items in 2023.
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Introduction
How Wikifunctions and Abstract
Wikipedia have evolved

Wikipedia
» 317 languages, 55.6 million articles
» Bias in the coverage of topics across the distinct language
editions of Wikipedia
»
»
»
»

English: Six million articles
Arabic: One million articles
Kurdish: 62k articles
Moroccan: 6k articles

» A significant subset of every edition of Wikipedia does not
have its equivalent in other language editions of Wikipedia
» 19k articles in Kurdish Wikipedia do not exist in Arabic Wikipedia
» 683 articles in Moroccan Wikipedia do not exist in Arabic
Wikipedia
» 20 million distinct topics across the language editions of
Wikipedia, one million is covered by Arabic Wikipedia
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However…

The Arabic Community cannot create
19 million articles by hand from
scratch
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Solution

Using the semantic information about the Wikidata
items covering all Wikipedia articles to create
articles about entities not supported by the Arabic
Wikipedia
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Abstract Wikipedia
Names of Wikidata Entities
in Natural Languages and
Wikidata Statements

Lexical Database for Natural
Languages: Lexemes, Forms
and Senses

Abstract Wikipedia

Database for Linguistic
Rules
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Names of WikidataEntities in Natural Languages and WikidataStatements
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Lexical Databasefor Natural Languages: Lexemes, Forms and Senses
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Databasefor LinguisticRules

Input 1

Input 2

Function

Output

Input 3
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Wikifunctions: More than a simple database for linguistic functions

Mathematical Functions
Biological Functions
Engineering Functions

Logical Functions

Physical Functions

Several others are
useful for driving
interesting
applications of
Wikidata

Several
functions are
needed to
build linguistic
ones

Medical Functions

Clinical Decision Support
Validation of Wikidata Statements
Generation of New Knowledge for Wikidata
Use in SPARQL Queries
Use in Wikimedia Tools, Templates, Bots and Scripts
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Importance of LinguisticFunctions

» Validation and Enrichment of
Lexicographical Data and Wikidata
Labels in Wikidata
» Natural Language Generation
» Machine Translation of Wikipedia
Articles
» By contrast to Machine Learning, the
use of functions allows the transparent
tracking and troubleshooting of flaws.
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Wikifunctions: Principles
» Beta edition currently available at
https://notwikilambda.toolforge.org/
» To create a function, we need three items:
» Function item: Provides semantic information about the
function such as the names and description of the function
in multiple natural languages and the names and types of
the inputs and the output.
» Implementation item: Allows to embed source codes in
programming languages (Python, JavaScript or Lua) or to
develop the function through the association of other open
functions.
» Tester item: Adds a test case to the Function to validate the
proposed implementations.
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Functionitem
» Allows to define the function through:
» Adding its names and descriptions in
multiple languages
» Specifying the names and types of the
inputs
» Precising the type of the output

» Does not currently allow to link the
Function and its inputs to their
equivalents in Wikidata. Such an
improvement can be useful to automate
the use of the functions.
» Wikidata items and lexemes cannot be
used as inputs. An input should rather be
a string, a char, a value and a boolean.
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Implementationitem
» Includes an implementation of the
function in a programming
language: Python, JavaScript or Lua

» Can instead define an association of
other open functions that can be
used to return the required output
» Inputs are called using its identifier
as defined in the Function item:
First defined input is K1 and so on
» It is linked to the Function item to
enable the running of the
implemented function
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Tester item
» Involves a test value for every
input of the function as well as
the expected value of the
output.
» It should be linked to the
Function item to enable its use
for the validation of
implementation items.
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Bugs exist, Upgrade required: New user interface isbeingdevelopedfor a betterexperience
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Proposed Challenges
» Data models for Lexicographical Data should be adapted to the morphology of every covered language
(Accusative-Dative for German Language, Root and Pattern Generation of Lexemes for the Arabic
Languages) (Priority)

» System messages for the embedded compiler should be translatable to enable the understanding of flaws
by non-English Wikimedia users (Limited Work has already been done by the Computer Science
Community in this context) (Priority)
» Region-Based Logical constraints for validating Wikidata statements should be implemented to support
the semantic particularities in countries (Please refer to Whose Knowledge’s Decolonizing the Internet’s
Structured Data) (Priority)
» Checking the adaptability of Wikifunctions and Abstract Wikipedia to cover non-Latin scripts (Effect of
NFC normalization for the Arabic Script on the Arabic diacritics)
» Adding references to Function and Implementation items is mandatory for allowing the reuse of
Wikifunctions in Trustworthy Artificial Intelligence
» Guidelines for Language Transcription should be developed for several languages where linguistic norms
do not exist
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Questions
Questions from WikidataCon 2021

« We can probably have duplicate Wikidata items. How to solve this? »
– Adel Nehaoua

» Current Situation:
• Merging items in Wikidata is done by hand
• Merging items in Wikidata requires a lot of
human efforts
• Many duplicate Wikidata items still exist
• Caused by Article duplication in a particular
language edition of Wikipedia
• Caused by the lack of human recognition of a
Wikipedia article in a given language (Example:
« Road Surface » [Q1049667], « Chaussée »
[Q1418214])

» How to solve this:
• Creating a Wikidata Game for merging Wikidata
items
• Proposing a neural network for merging
Wikidata items
• Developing functions in Wikifunctions for
merging Wikidata items
• Developing logical constraints preventing the
creation of duplicate items based on the
similarity of their labels and statements
• Wikimedia Deutschland has worked on the topic
for two years. Efforts are still needed to
enhance the efficiency of methods.
• Wikipedia Categories and Wikilinks can be
useful (Please refer to Wikidata Workshop 2021).
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Thank You
Questions can be provided in Arabic Languages,
French, English, Italian, German and Maltese

turkiabdelwaheb@hotmail.fr
+21629499418

@Csisc1994
https://dblp.org/pid/176/1531.html
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Houcemeddine_Turki

